
























































































































Annual report of the directors 

The board of directors of Floresteca B.V. hereby presents its annual accounts for the financial year 

ending 31 December 2016. 

 

1. Course of events during the financial year 

 

1.1 General information regarding the legal person 

Floresteca B.V. was founded on 25 July 2001 as a limited company under Dutch law, established 

in Amsterdam and registered with the local Chambers of Commerce as number 34159844. 

Floresteca B.V. is headquartered at Strawinskylaan 825 in Amsterdam. The management board of 

Floresteca B.V. is formed by Floresteca Holding N.V.  

 

The objectives of Floresteca B.V. include acquiring, transferring, managing and utilising land for the 

purposes of forestry and forestry concessions, the purchase and sale of wood and wood products, 

taking participating interests in legal bodies, companies and ventures, loaning monies to third 

parties, in particular – but not exclusive to – subsidiaries and participating interests of the company 

and supplying advice and services in the field of forestry. 

 

Floresteca B.V. is a 100% participating interest of Floresteca Holding N.V., the latter having been 

established in accordance with Dutch Law on 28 February 1967 and registered at the Amsterdam 

Chambers of Commerce as number 33219453 and being headquartered in Amsterdam at 

Strawinskylaan 825. 

 

Floresteca B.V. holds 99.99% of the shares in Floresteca S.A., a company under Brazilian law. 

Floresteca S.A. operates large-scale teak plantations in the federal state of Mato Grosso.  

 

Floresteca S.A. in turn holds the following participating interests per 31 December 2016: 

   

• 99,99% of the shares in the capital of Buriti Imóveis S.A.. (henceforth “BIS”). BIS holds the 

land where the teak plantation Buriti is established. The land was acquired from Floresteca 

S.A. to obtain a loan facility with the shares of BIS as a pledge. 

 

All participating interests of Floresteca S.A. are limited companies under Brazilian law. In these 

annual accounts, Floresteca S.A. and its participating interests will henceforth be referred to as 

“Floresteca Brazil”. Floresteca Brazil and Floresteca B.V. will henceforth be referred to jointly as 

“Floresteca”.  

Floresteca Brazil manages, maintains and runs forestry activities on behalf of (i) its own risk and 

expense (ii) joint venture partners and (iii) third parties (European and American investors and 

Brazilian landowners) grouped in the Stichting Administratie- en Trustkantoor Tectona (“SATT”). 

 

Floresteca Brazil is one of the largest privately-owned (FSC-certified) teak plantation companies in 

the world. The company was founded in 1994 with the aim of sustainable development and 

maintenance of teak plantations in  Brazil. Floresteca Brazil limits itself exclusively to the cultivation 

of teak trees in terms of production and exclusively to Brazil in terms of location.  
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Floresteca Brazil offers teak products such as round timber, S4S wood and rough sawn timber.  

 

As per 31 December 2016 Floresteca managed in total 22,461 (2015: 24,407) hectare of teak 

plantations for both its own risk and joint venture partners.  

 

The company’s forestry activities comprise the planting, thinning, pruning, harvesting, monitoring 

and management of teak trees. Floresteca Brazil employs approximately 368 (2015: 358) staff 

members across about 45 different teak projects, localised in the southern state of Mato Grosso. 

Floresteca Brazil’s forestry management techniques reflect a completely sustainable model that 

makes the removal of or encroachment on natural forests unnecessary. By planting new forests on 

extensively used agricultural land, Floresteca Brazil has been able to secure a number of important 

environmental certificates including that of the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) under the SGS 

QUALIFOR programme. The certificates can be obtained from the site www.fsc.org under the 

certificate codes SW-FM/COC-005657 and SW-COC-005658  

 

 

The teak cycle is long; 20 to 25  years elapse between planting and final harvesting.  

Over the years the trees will grow and the product range will increase accordingly. The overview 

below shows the products that Floresteca already offers. 

  

Round timber  

- Is primarily sold to the furniture industry and dealers in Asia  

‘Squares’ (rough quarter-sawn tree trunks) 

- Are primarily sold to dealers in Asia 

Wood for local use  

- Is used as a biomass product for energy generation  

Sawing timber 

- Is primarily sold to the furniture industry 

S4S wood (wood surfaced on 4 sides) 

- Is primarily sold to the furniture and interiors industry  

 

Over the past  Floresteca Brazil has developed to become a major plantation operation with a 

strong revenue potential for the coming years.   

http://www.fsc.org/
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Risks and uncertainties 

A number of risks and uncertainties can be distinguished in relation to Floresteca's activities. This 

list is not exhaustive. 

 

(a) Risk appetitie 

All activities are based on repayment of the bondholders by maximazing the revenues of 

the harvest proceeds.  

For the time being and untill repayment of bondholders is properly addressed Floresteca 

will not initiate new activities or will initiate new activties in the near future. 

 

(b) Trends in teak prices 

The starting point for estimated fair value calculations of forestry assets is the expectation that 

market prices for high quality timber will show a rising trend. The possibility can never be 

excluded, however, that timber prices will fall due to declining demand for hardwood, 

development of alternative species, over-production by competitors or for other reasons.  

 

The Floresteca Group has had various studies carried out into the markets for hardwood, 

potential growth of sustainable forestry and trends in timber prices. It bases its forecasts 

onactual market date and estimations on the mid and long term. 

 

An inherent uncertainty exists concerning the estimations used for the estimated fair value 

calculations. The actual outcome will deviate, because the estimations will not occur as stated and 

the differences may deviate significantly.  

 

Management is convinced that the estimations used for valuation of the forestry assets are not 

unrealistic. 

 

(c) Exchange rate and inflation risks 

Capital to finance the activities of the Floresteca Group is predominantly raised in euros.  At 

present the main trading currency for teak is the US dollar, therfore the incoming cash flows are 

mainly predominated in US Dollar. For operational costs there is a risk as regards movements in 

Brazilian real. There is a risk that adverse economic effects will have a significant influence on the 

level of inflation and hence on local Brazilian costs. Movements in the value of the currency can 

have both a favourable and an adverse effect on movements in the value of the Forestry Assets. . 

 

(d) Fire and other disasters 

In general, fire forms the largest risk to all forms of forestry, including the specific regions of Mato 

Grosso . Plantations may be lost due to fire in the first three years. After three to five years the risk to 

continued existence of teak plantations declines considerably, although in those circumstances fire 

can delay the growth of teak. Floresteca follows a very strict fire prevention policy. Other risks which 

can be mentioned are amongst others hurricanes, on-going dry season, floods and the possibility 

of diseases. 

 

(e) Regulatory risks 

Management assumes the legislation and regulations currently in force in the Netherlands and Brazil 

in preparing the annual accounts. A change in these legal and fiscal regulations could have an 

influence on the fair value of the Forestry Assets. 
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(f) Liquidity and continuity  

Forestry activities are characterised by long-term finance need during the phase of creation and 

maintenance of the plantations. Available liquidity should be generated at the end of the forestry 

cycle. The value of the forestry assets can only be maintained, if the company can secure and 

provide the necessary financial means for the care of the forestry assets up to the point of harvest.  

As explained in note 4.5 “Liquidity risk” to the consolidated financial statements, the short term 

finance needs of Floresteca B.V. in order to meet the finance obligations to bondholders and to 

provide for the necessary financial means for the care of the forestry assets up to the point of 

harvest are not covered by the current and in the near short term expected available liquidity. 

 

Due to the conditions described above, there is a material uncertainty which may cast significant 

doubt about the company's ability to continue as a going concern. Therefore, Floresteca may not 

be able to realise its assets and discharge its liabilities in the normal course of business. 

 

To meet these short term finance needs, the company has started restructuring the current finance 

obligation to bondholders by mutual consent. For this reason the company issued an Information 

Memorandum in June 2012 (“IM2012”) which included a proposal to their bondholders to postpone 

redemptions and interest payments until available liquidity is sufficient, and to alter compounded 

interest into single interest. Further the company sketched 4 secenarios for revenues as a base for 

servicing the bonds, being 3 secenarios based on sales of Certificates of Benificial Intrest owned 

(CBI’s) and 1 scenario based on regular maturation of the CBI’s.  

 

During 2013 and 2014 it became clear that some of the bond holders desired alternative terms and 

condidions compared to the IM2012. This resulted in 2 additional Alternatives to the IM2012.. 

Redemption of the bonds under these Alternatives are due per the first of januari 2018. 
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The main features of the 3 alternatives are as follows: 

 

 Initial proposal 

IM2012 

Alternative  

BFRG 

Alternative  

Workforce 

bondholders  

Commencing 

date 

1 January 2013 1 January 2013 1 January 2013 

Duration 

redemption 

postponement 

Until harvest results have 

redeemed the bond in full 

5 years with an option 

to extend by 1 year 

5 years with an 

option to extend by 5 

year 

Interest Current interest rate at 

single interest 

Euribor + 4% at 

compounded interest 

Current interest rate 

at compounded 

interest 

Redemption 

sources 

• Harvest and thinning 

results 

• Refinancing 

proceeds 

• Sales of forestry 

assets to investment 

funds 

• Harvest and 

thinning results 

• Refinancing 

proceeds 

 

• Harvest and 

thinning 

results 

• Refinancing 

proceeds 

 

Nature of 

pledge 

Collective hold by a 

foundation 

Individual if applicable 

before commencing 

date 

Individual if 

applicable before 

commencing date 

Sell of pledged 

items by 

Floresteca to 

generate cash 

flow 

Proceeds will be used for 

redemption 

NA NA 

One of 

compensation 

NA 3% on the initial 

subscription 

NA 

 

Per 21 December 2017 the  following restructering results have been achieved: 

 

     

Options 
Number of 

bond holders 

% based on 
restructuring 

amount 

Agreed to Information Memorandum June 2012:       419 55% 
Agreed to convert bond into Forestry Assets:  10 0% 
Agreed to the Alternative BFRG            106 14% 
Agreed to the Alternative Workforce bondholders                150 20% 
Postponement of expiration date 10 2% 

Subtotal:                 694 91% 
     
Bondholders which did not yet agree 82 9% 

Total bondholders  776 100% 
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Further to the restructered bonds the company is indebted to: 

   Amount inc interest   
Floresteca Spaarcertificaten  €        2.283.326,50  Due - 2031 

Groen Spaarcertificaten  €        2.086.552,31  Due - 2032 

Familie office 1  €      11.534.957,65  2018 onwards 

Familie office 2  €        1.217.924,86  2018 onwards 

      

      

Zero Coupon Notes 20 year* ( in GBP)  £      41.502.637,01  2026 - 2030 

Zero Coupon Notes 20 year* ( in EUR)  €        2.861.729,22  2026 - 2030 

Interest Bearing Certificates* (in GBP)  £        1.672.946,30  2027 

Other debts  €        1.500.000,00  Due 

Total   €      64.660.073,86    

 

These credit arrangements have been kept unchanged until now. 

Next to aforementioned, management is actively attemping to sell forestry assets to third party 

investors. As explained in paragraph 2.5 Redeeming External debt Floresteca SA forestry assets 

were sold in line with the strategy to redeem the debts in subsidiary Floresteca SA. Sales of CBI’s 

in the period 2014 untill 2017 however did not occur as a result of the product apperantly not being 

suitable.  

 

The current asset value is significant lower that earlier projections, while the interest burden at 

approximately 7,8% in the average has remained above current low market interest ranges.  

 

In the light of the above factors the company has actively informed and involved the total group of 

Floresteca BV financiers regarding restructuring the Florsteca group and its debt burden. The 

ultimate goal is to reach an agreement proposal in favour of the creditors of Floresteca B.V. and, in 

a broader sense, the other stakeholders, resulting in full and final discharge of Floresteca BV. A 

company- and debt restructuring plan will be presented to the totality of financiers in early 2018.  

 

Based on (i) completed sales and further current developments in terms of the sale of forestry 

assets and timber by Floresteca Brazil and (ii) the cooperative position of the Floresteca BV 

financiers in the past as well as momentarilly, management is of the opinion, that cash flow will be 

sufficient in the short term to support the continuity of the company. Taking aforementioned into 

account, management is of the opinion that the short term finance needs can be met.  

 

Consequentely the annual accounts have been prepared based on the assumption of continuity of 

the company.”  
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1.2 Status as per balance sheet date and course of events during the financial year 

 

Floresteca Brazil 

Floresteca Brazil is one of the world’s largest privately-owned producer of FSC-certified teak.  

 

On 31 December 2016, Floresteca Brazil managed 22,461 hectares of planted teak. The current 

managed area was planted over the years 1999 – 2008 and can be summarized as follows: 

 

 
Planting of managed area over the years (from 2009 no planting activities for the account of Floresteca) 

 

The managed area is for 5,232 hectares owned by Floresteca Group of which 297 hectares are of 

uncertain quality. Therefore the number of hectares capitalized on the balance sheet amounts to 

4,935 hectares. The other hectares are owned by third parties.  
 

Floresteca B.V. 

Floresteca B.V. owns the rights to areas of timber as certificates which it holds in the Tectona Trust 

and Administration Office Foundation (SATT). These certificates confer an entitlement to part of the 

revenue of the underlying areas of timber (further also “Certificates of Beneficial Interest” or 

“CBI’s”). The activities of Floresteca B.V. consist of selling these CBI’s to investment funds. 

Besides selling certificates from the companies own forestry assets also CBI’s   are sold which 

were repurchased from GoodWood Investments B.V. and/or GoodWood participants. The average 

price paid for repurchased CBI’s  is higher than the avarage selling price due to the product mix 

(older trees repurchased and jonger sold) and different counterparties. Even though the purchases 

of these CBI’s   were major in the years 1999 upto and including 2009. As a result of the financial 

crisis which started in 2009 these investment funds were not capable of to continuate these 

purchases. As these investment funds are now all suspended and other funds are not interested in 

this asset class as currently positioned, the company does not foresee liquidity events based on 

sales of its CBI’s. In 2016, Floresteca B.V. did not repurchase CBI’s.  
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Table of ownership of timber rights, in the form of CBI’s held per investment vehicle at the end of 

2016 (in hectare) 

 

 End of 2015 Change over 

2016 

End of 2016 

    

ATF/GoodWood Investments B.V. 9,107 (744) 8,363 

Quadris Environmental Fund Plc 3,971 (136) 3,835 

Lignum AG 118 (4) 114 

Direct Investors 227 6 233 

GFGF 849 (11) 838 

    

Total 14,272 (889) 13,383 

 

The above investment vehicles are all independent of Floresteca B.V. in the sense that the shares 

are held by third parties and the management boards are made up of different individuals than the 

directors and/or shareholders of Floresteca B.V. Therefore Floresteca has no significant influence 

neither control over these vehicles.  

 

During 2016 an average of 368 employees (of which in the Netherlands 5) were employed by 

Floresteca (2015: 358 employees of which in the Netherlands 5). 

 

1.3 Analysis of the financial position and result of the Group 

In 2016, Floresteca B.V. achieved a net result of € 2.7 million positive compared to a negative 

result for 2015 amounting to € 32.4 million. 

 

The increase in result is mainly the result of the following items: 

 

• Gross profit increased by € 36 million due to the sale of forestry and the start of final 

harvesting. 

• decrease in financial expenses by € 27 million due to an decrease of the Brazilian Real 

and a decrease of US Dollar. The forestry assets are measured in US Dollar and 

presented in Euro, which has a positive impact on the valuation. The provision for 

maintenance consist mainly of cost expressed in Brazilian Real. Because of the decrease 

of the Brazilian Real the provision decreased as well. 

• Increase of the total cost amounting to € 13 million. 

• Increase on taxation on result amounting to € 2 million. 

• Decrease in the share of result in participations € 13 million. 

 

The forestry assets are valued at fair value hence  the unrealised decrease in fair value is recorded 

as an decrease of € 84 million in equity. The company’s solvency is 205.5% negative (2015: 46.0% 

negative). The effect of a negative solvency is caused by disposal on the assets which has been 

sold in february 2017 in order to redeem expensive Floresteca Sa debts and furthermore a disposal 

on the assets because of a lower asset net present value. 
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1.4 Valuation of Forestry assets 

The forestry assets of which the economical ownership has not been transferred are valued at 

estimated fair value. This value is based on the net present value of the estimated future revenue 

under deduction of the net present value of the estimated future costs.  

 

The estimation of the future revenue is derived from a forestry model which prognosticates the 

expected commercial volume of wood to be harvested and sold. The model prognosticates the 

increment of teak based on the stock, growth expectations, mortality, commercial volumes etc. The 

model is differentiated per plantation and based on the forestry model which is being used for the 

management of the forestry assets. Since final cuts have occurred in 2016 a more exact details on 

the total yield versus commercial yield became clear. E.g. the lower end of the trunks contain 

supporting roots, which in forestry hargo are called ‘elephant feet’. These diminish the commercial 

wood for minus 5-10%.  A rather lower commercial production is now taken into account in the 

forestry asset valuation.  

  

The future estimated sale prices are based on historical price developments and actual data. The 

actual development of prices depends on demand and supply of wood in general and teak wood 

particularly. The combination between quality and the amount of wood harvested determine the 

actual revenue. The valuation therefore is dependent on the actual realised growth of the wood, the 

estimated future growth and also the future maintenance. In order to make a reliable estimation 

about the future growth, historical data has been used.  

 

The key value drivers of the value of the forestry assets are the estimated productivity in cubic 

meters, the future price of this production and the discount rate.  

 

Floresteca currently has a yearly cycle in which the valuation model and its value drivers are being 

completely evaluated and when necessary adjusted. These annual accounts and particularly the 

valuation model are therefore based on the general assumptions obtained from the assessment of 

the value drivers prepared at year-end. 

  

 

The market for teak is stable, however due to increased competition the spot prices are under 

pressure. These effects have been considered in the valuation model 2016 prepared by the 

Company. The impact of the competition resulted in a decrease on the valuation amounting in a 

range from 25% - 35% in euro as per 31 December 2016. 

 

Due to Floresteca SA’s revised strategy of ‘Forestry Only’ the commercial yield is no longer sold by 

Floresteca SA on the export markets but only domestically at the yard of the farm. The latter sales 

terms are referred to as ‘road side’ rather then as FOT (Free on Truck at farm), FOB (Free on 

Board export harbour) or CIF (Cost Insurance Freight port of destination). Therefor going forward 

teak market prices for valuation purposes are based on annual and quarterly benchmarket reports 

on road side prices Matto Grosso, Brasil.  
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2. Developments after the balance sheet date and anticipated future course of 

events/the management board’s perspective on the company’s operations  

 

2.1 Growth towards sustained yield 

One of Floresteca’s most important objectives were to achieve a sustainable yield. Given the 

current economic circumstances and finance constraints new planting activities for the Floresteca 

Group are not expected on a short notice.  

 

With the current managed area the company is able to achieve an expected revenue amounting 

EUR 100 million (excluding the potential revenue in joint venture projects). The timing of the 

revenues is as follows: 

 

 
 
Revenue potential in USD, derived from the valuation model as used for preparation of the annual accounts excluding 

potential joint venture income. 

 

The management’s view is that the business model that has been developed offers an great 

opportunity to exploit a sustainable raw material that (i) is becoming ever scarcer due to the 

protection of areas where teak grows naturally (ii) has Asia as its most important market, 

presenting new opportunities due to the increasing prosperity of this region of 3 billion people (iii) 

thrives in the fertile soils of central Brazil (iv) can be cost-effectively produced in Brazil thanks to 

expert forestry management and ideal climatologically conditions. 
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2.2. Maintenance 

The existing teak plantations require intensive maintenance in order to achieve optimum production 

within the planned cultivation cycle of 20 to 25 years. Maintenance consists of weeding, pruning, 

clearing fire breaks and surveillance. 

 

2.3 Wood Production & Technology Production 

As a part of its strategic reposition of Forestry Only the sawmilling and processing now is no longer 

part of the core business. 

  

Floresteca exclusively produces certified products which are environmentally friendly and only uses 

raw materials from FSC-certified sources. The FSC Chain of Custody awarded to Floresteca 

means that all its products and semi-manufactures are FSC-certified for further use.   

 

2.4 Research and Development 

In the past Floresteca SA has focussed a lot in Research and Development to try to improve the 

product. We are now re-focussing on “forestry only” as explained in paragrapg 2.5.3. so we have 

no active research and development at the moment. 

 

2.5 Redeeming external debt Floresteca SA 

Over the course of the years FSA has developed propriatary projects with the aim of paying for 

operational costs of the company by using the income or sales result of these projects. As a matter 

of pre-finance of opertaional costs FSA has arranged several loans from Brazilian Banks and an 

USA based Institional lender over the years 2010-2017. These loans were needed to bridge the 

gap between costs of maintenance versus net income from thinning operations and for finance the 

working caiptal involved in processing and logistics. As a collateral for part of these loans FSA has 

pledged the farms 2004 Icaroma, 2008 Porte do Céu and 2008 Mutum through the Tecamet Ltd 

subsidiary. In 2016 these farms were sold to a USA investor at a price of USD 31 million. In 2017 

the FSA stake in a joint venture with an USA based Instritional Investor has been disinvested at 

USD 14 million. 

 

The use of proceeds has been as follows: 

• Revenue asset sale USD 45 million 

• Debt redemptions USD 38 million 

• Rest is working capital expenditure USD 7 million 

 

These sales resulted in substantial reductions in the accounting value of FSA, as sales terms were 
significantly below their accounting book value.  While painful, and a real loss for FSA’s 
shareholders, these sales were necessary to provide the necessary liquidity in FSA to maintain 
forestry operations and preserve the value of the forests, as well as to reduce the debts incurred to 
finance these operations (which ultimately became too onerous over time). 

 
As a result of redemptions of loans the external debts of FSA are now marginal, giving a solid base 
for the further operations of FSA and the maintenace of its projects. Further, with FSA nearly fully 
deleveraged, working capital has fallen substantially, and will remain at low levels going forward. 
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2.5.1 First clear fellings projects SIL95 and K8 in 2016. 

End of 2015 clear fellings of the projects SIL95 and K8 have started and were concluded at the end 

of 2016. Following the finalisation of these projects the total net operational result of these projects 

could be calculated and amount to well over USD 7 mio. These results will be distributed to the 

investors in these specific projects. 

 

2.5.2 Re-focus on ‘forestry only’  

In order to prepare markets for the hitherto unkown teakwood from Brasil FSA has developed 

processing facilities meeting product demand and made arrangements with national and 

international logistic companies and traders in Asia. 

Now the plantations of FSA are one by one getting into maturity FSA the time has come for FSA to 

get back to basics and focus exclusively on its core business of planting, maintaining and 

harvesting and deliverd the timber at the road side of the farms. 

. 

As per 31 December 2016 Floresteca managed in total 22,461 (2015: 24,407) hectare of teak  

Following sales of projects and final cuts, the maintanenance and harvesting of current operated 

farms of 17.500 ha is secured by income from thinnings and final cuts while FSA carries no further 

costs on external debts. 

 

In order to free FSA  from the need of working capital for processing and distribution FSA has 

decided to sell Floresteca Indústria de Madeira Ltda and Bioteca Ltda to TRC Agroflorestal Ltda, 

owned by related parties S. de Andrade Coutinho Neto and S. de Andrade Coutinho.  

 

Further due to the debt position of FBV it is unlikely FSA will be able to finance new teakplantations 

and hence the current plantations of 17.500 will be run off untill 2033. Given this position the 

overhead costs of FSA will raise on a per ha basis. Therefor FSA has decided to disengage the 

majority of it’s staff and outsource part of the managementactivities and overhead to TeakRC Ltda, 

a company who is offering similar services to other teakgrowers. 

 

This re-focus on ‘forestry only’ is expected to result for FSA in preventing the overhead costs per 

ha to increase, diminish risks, higher flexibilty and one-activity-only financial statements.  

 

In March 2017, FSA agreed to a Management Services and Timber Sales and Purchase 
Agreement (MSTSPA) with Teak Resources Company (TRC Agroflorestal Ltda.), contemplating a 
wide range of services previously performed by FSA. As previously conveyed, this agreement will 
allow FSA to maintain continuity in the management of its forests at on economically advantageous 
terms, and tied to the number of hectares standing annually. While FSA maintains dedicated 
workforce to perform silvicultural maintenance, general administration and harvesting will be 
performed by TRC. 
 
Previously, FSA sold logs directly to buyers in Asia, incurring significant costs and risks for logistics 
and distribution. FSA now sells its timber roadside in Mato Grosso to TRC, greatly reducing the 
working capital requirements and risks associated with log export sales (credit/default risk). The 
logs are sold at market prices, and based on an independently produced quarterly benchmark 
report for Mato Grosso teak logs. As a result, going forward, top line revenue will fall to reflect the 
new sales basis (excluding logistics), but so will selling expenses. As these changes took place 
over the course of 2017, they are not (fully) reflected in these financial statements, 
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2.6 Developments at external investment funds 

 

2.6.1 Introduction 

Floresteca develops and grows teak plantation projects for its own risk and rewards and to the 

benefit of third party investment funds. The sales of assets to these investment funds is structured 

through a trustee based in the Netherlands. This trustee (Stichting Administratie- en Trustkantoor 

Tectona hereafter “SATT”) is the owner of the teak trees on certain plots of land, planted and 

maintained by Floresteca Brazil. As a compensation to become the owner of the teak trees and 

have them maintained SATT has to pay the related cost price incurred for these teak trees to 

Floresteca SA. Further Floresteca SA is entitled to a profit margin, being 5% of the final cuts of all 

plantations of SATT. Cost Price and profit Margin considered to be the Purchase Price payable by 

SATT. SATT issues certificates (CBI’s) to the beneficial owners of the corresponding teak trees 

(private investors or investment funds). Floresteca BV, being the initial owner of such certificates, is 

selling the to investors. Floresteca BV, becoming the initial owner of the CBI’s, has taken the 

obligation towards SATT to pay the Purchase Price to Floresteca SA on behalf of SATT.   

 

Floresteca BV has provided loans equal to the cost price to Floresteca SA. These Loans are to be 

netted of by the Prurchase Price Receivable at the side Floresteca SA. Hence the Loans are 

considered to be a pre-payment to the Purchase Price Receivable by Floresteca SA. In the balance 

sheet of Floresteca BV Loan and Purchase Price Receivable by FSA are set off against each other.  

 

Following the sale of teak trees to SATT the management of the teak projects e.g. maintenance, 

planning, harvesting, marketing, sale and transport, remains with Floresteca Brasil. A reserve for 

maintenance has been included on the balance sheet. 

 
2.6.2 Quadris Environmental Fund Plc (Quadris) 

Sales of Certificates to Quadris have soared over the last years. Unfortunately the sales in 2010 fell 

short of expectations. The Financial Supervision Commission directed Quadris to suspend dealing 

on the 29 March 2010. The Commission subsequently engaged Ernst & Young LLC to act as 

Adviser to Quadris using its powers under section 13 of the Collective Investment Schemes Act 

2008. Ernst & Young’s terms of reference included a wide ranging review of Quadris’ arrangements 

including its current offering & promotional materials in addition to the events that lead to its 

custodial arrangements being in breach of the Commission’s regulations. The report produced by 

Ernst & Young has highlighted a number of changes that are required to ensure greater 

transparency and understanding of the fund specific risks for investors.  

Quadris’ new Custodian has confirmed to the Commission that all of the schemes assets are under 

its control. On that basis the Commission has agreed to revoke the Direction it issued suspending 

the scheme. The Direction is revoked with immediate effect as of 23 July 2010.  

In 2011 Quadris has been restructured and changes in the Board of Directors have occurred. The 

company does not expect sales of CBI’s to Quadris to commence again.. 

 

2.6.3 Stichting Amazon Teak Foundation and GoodWood  

Until 2005, Floresteca financed its activities and expansion to a significant extent through the sale 

of forestry assets to third parties, including GoodWood Investments B.V. (“GoodWood’’). Stichting 

Amazon Teak Foundation (ATF), the parent company of GoodWood, and GoodWood are holding a 

license under the Dutch Financial Supervision Act under the respective numbers 12013488 and 

12012113. 
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In December 2010 GoodWood went bankrupt. Floresteca has no obligations towards GoodWood.   

From a commercial point of view, Floresteca B.V. had an interest in buying up the guaranteed 

products and other products that have been repurchased from investors by GoodWood. This is 

because the underlying teak interests have increased in age, bringing the moment of harvest 

closer. In terms of the operational activities of Floresteca Brazil, these teak interests (Certificates) 

may therefore represent an opportunity, depending on the price and available liquid means. The 

exact internal rate of return on the purchase of these forestry assets will be depending on several 

drivers such as €/US$ exchange rate in the far future. 

 

No legal obligation exists from Floresteca to buying CBI’s from GoodWood. In the agreements 

between Floresteca and ATF/GoodWood Investments B.V. a waiver has been expressly stipulated 

for liabilities from Floresteca towards ATF/GoodWood and/or their Investors. 

 

2.6.4 Global Forestry Growth Fund 

In 2011 a new investment fund has been established: The Global Forestry Growth Fund (GFGF). 

GFGF is dedicated to bringing investors uncorrelated and socially responsible forestry investments. 

Global Forestry combines several aspects of the forestry sector to provide investments solutions 

that are both stable and minimally correlated to traditional financial markets. The fund has assets 

under management exceeding USD 35 million. However, the fund has not bought CBI’s for a 

couple of years due to the fund facing more redemptions then capital inflow. Management does not 

expect that GFGF will re-start buyng CBI’s.  

 

2.7 Financial position of the Group as per 31 December 2016 

Regarding the financial position of the group there are two important drivers: Solvency and 

Liquidity. 

 

Solvency for the group is negative. The main driver for this solvency is the net present value of the 

expected revenues from the forestry assets of the group. Even though the equity increased 

because of the positive result 2016 and negative revaluation the oulook for the equity will be 

negative despite that Floresteca expects to be able to pay off its debts based on cash flow and re-

negotiated terms and conditions of the bonds and other financiers.   

 

There is a strong focus on the consolidated liquidity position of the group. Since 2010 there has 

been a lack of suffucient liquidity for the total group. This lack was bridged with institutional loans of 

FSA, which now have been redeemed by sales of assets, and renegotiated terms and conditions 

with bondholders allowing for postponing redemptions and payments of interests. As of 2016 

Floresteca SA is selfsupporting and limited positive liquidity will be generated by the commenced 

final harvesting activities. 

   

Furthermore, to meet the finance obligations, redemption schemes have to be adjusted. Floresteca 

has communicated this to the bondholders in June 2012 in the form of an Information 

Memorandum. The communication is primarily focussing on the mismatch between the obligations 

and the available cash flows of the company.  

 

The company had obligations from loans amounting to € 195 million as per 31 December 2016 of 

which € 12 million were overdue. 
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The incoming cash flows will be generated from either selling forestry assets or realisation of the 

thinning and harvesting results of forestry assets owned by the Company. The fair value of the 

forestry assets amounts to € 47 million as per 31 December 2016. The fair value is based on a 

valuation model developed by the Company which is updated every year. The model is based on 

the Discounted Cash Flow method and the discount rate used amounts to 9%. The undiscounted 

cash flow amounts to € 100 million which is 2 times the total amount of the liability per 31 

December 2016. 

 

Going concern assumption 

Although financing of the current level of activities indicates the existence of a material uncertainty 
which may cast significant doubt about the company's ability to continue as a going concern, 
management believes that the majority of the bond holders will agree with postponing redemption 
schemes and that the finance requirements are realisable. This belief is based on the feed back 
management has gotten from the bondholders in numerous meetings about a restructering. A 
committee of bondholders have expressed their support for seeking solutions for continuity rather 
than liquidation. Further the revised strategy on Forestry Only, the completed deleverage at the 
level of Floresteca SA, and the latter now being break even, has made the company much more 
robust. Therefore the annual accounts have been prepared based on the assumption of continuity. 
Discontinuity of the company, and consequently  preparation of the annual accounts on liquidation 
basis, would have a material effect on equity and results. 
 

 

Amsterdam, 29 December 2017 
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